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  1 

Our Principles--2020 GOP State Platform 2 

Preamble—A Platform for a Time Such as This 3 

The Republican Party of Wisconsin needs a platform that clearly states the principles that make America 4 
great. The Republican Party must re-teach the timeless truths that have made this country great in the past 5 
and will do so in the future. 6 

We are One Nation, 7 

We are one family. We care for one another, are loyal to one another, and defend one another. Those who 8 
join our family become a part of our family history, sharing our privileges and shouldering our 9 
responsibilities. We are a geographically, ethnically, and culturally diverse family, yet we are unified by a 10 
common commitment to the principles for which we stand—liberty through law. 11 

We welcome free speech and encourage diverse opinions, but we reject identity politics that divides us 12 
against each other. We speak many languages, but we advocate for a single, unifying common language. 13 
We welcome those who share our love of freedom and respect our laws and our borders which are our 14 
first line of defense against lawlessness from within and without. We stand for a strong national defense. 15 
We are one nation 16 

Under God, 17 

We believe that God endows every person with the right to life, to liberty, and to the pursuit of happiness 18 
and that he requires us all to respect the rights of all of our fellow citizens, from the moment that they are 19 
conceived to their deaths. We are under God who has instituted the family as the basic building block of 20 
society and establishes universal laws of justice. 21 

We establish no church or religion but recognize the sanctity of every person’s conscience and defend the 22 
free exercise of all religions. We are one nation but recognize that we are under God who cares for other 23 
people and nations as well as our own. The love for our family does not mean hatred for neighboring 24 
families. 25 

Indivisible, 26 

Generations of Americans of all races have sacrificed their lives to defend our nation. Valley Forge, 27 
Gettysburg, Midway, Iwo Jima, Normandy, the Chosin Reservoir, Ia Drang, Fallujah, and many more 28 
places that are burned into our memories, testify to our endurance as a nation. We hold this nation in trust. 29 

We honor this trust by keeping liberty alive in the face of those who tempt us to trade our freedom for the 30 
worn-out promise of a global, collectivist utopia. We honor the sanctity of the individual, not the state. 31 
We promise less central planning and less centralized control—more freedom, not less. 32 

Despite attacks from without and within, we remain indivisible, bound, not by narrow promises of 33 
government handouts, but by a broad belief in freedom, in principles that bring liberty and stability 34 
through law clearly defined by our federal and state constitutions–foundational laws that mediate between 35 
the individual and group and small states and large states. We support the Electoral College that balances 36 
the rights of densely populated regions with those less populated. 37 
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With Liberty, 1 

We stand for liberty, not the tyranny of the mob or the orders of the administrative state. We believe that 2 
it is not too late to return to a republic where the law is written by Congress which itself is limited by 3 
Constitutional law, where judges are limited by the written language of the law, where the president is 4 
limited to enforcing the law as written, and where the power of our federal government is limited to areas 5 
clearly defined by the Constitution. 6 

We dedicate ourselves to the defense of all those rights clearly articulated in the Bill of Rights—to free 7 
speech, to a free press, to the free exercise of religion, to bear arms, to private property— rights that are 8 
under constant attack by those from within who neither understand nor share our vision of freedom 9 
through the law. 10 

We stand for property rights and economic freedom. We envision an economy vitalized by clear, 11 
consistent rules, one where citizens can live and can start businesses free from excessive bureaucracy and 12 
can operate them without fear of private or public extortion, without frivolous lawsuits or pay-to-play 13 
bribes, fees, fines, and excessive taxes. We stand for a level playing field, free from the cronyism of 14 
subsidies, mandates, and monopolies. We stand for decentralization and free-market solutions to the 15 
serious problems in areas such as health care and education that have become so distorted by political 16 
manipulation. 17 

And Justice for All. 18 

We seek justice that is found in the intersection between liberty and law. We strongly advocate for limited 19 
government, federalism, and the decentralization of authority to the state and local community, but we 20 
also strongly support the strict and equal enforcement of law within each jurisdiction. Neither liberty nor 21 
justice is possible without public order. 22 

We believe that justice must be blind to race, gender, status, political affiliation, and sexual orientation, 23 
and that law enforcement must treat everyone equally. We stand for the same due process and the same 24 
presumption of innocence for all. 25 

We also oppose the injustice of federal borrowing that irresponsibly transfers one generation’s debts to 26 
generations not yet born. We call for the federal government to balance its budget and insist that each 27 
state continues to do likewise. We oppose “bailouts” that enable State irresponsibility. 28 

We stand for equal treatment through the law and for equal opportunity that equal treatment brings. 29 
Outcomes will vary, but one law in defense of life, liberty, and property protects us all. Our mission, both 30 
simple and profound, really can be summarized by three words, “liberty through law.” 31 

  32 

 33 

  34 

 35 

 36 

 37 

  38 
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Part II.  2021 Sheboygan County Resolutions 1 

Federal 2 

2021 -1  Thanking President Trump                                                                                                                                       3 

Whereas President Donald Trump has fought for the principles stated in the Republican Party of 4 

Wisconsin 2020 platform;                                                                                                          5 

Whereas President Trump has excelled in his choices for judges;                                                        6 

Whereas he countermanded many of the unconstitutional rules that gridlocked our economy imposed by 7 

previous administrations;                                                                                                                                                          8 

Whereas he has worked to protect the lives of the unborn and promoted the free exercise of religion both 9 

in this country and around the world;                                                                                                 10 

Whereas he exposed both the ”fake news” of our highly partisan press core and the coup attempts of 11 

politicized federal law enforcement and intel agencies;                                                                                     12 

Whereas he has strengthened NATO by forcing our allies carry their fair share of the financial burden for 13 

their own defense;                                                                                                                   14 

Whereas he brought us energy independence;                                                                                    15 

Whereas he has brought a significant measure of peace to the Middle East by supporting Israel, defeating 16 

the Caliphate, and countering the terrorism promoted by Iran, and establishing long-sought peace accords 17 

among several mid-east countries;                                                                                                      18 

Whereas he brought manufacturing and jobs back from China by improving the tax environment at home 19 

and confronting the imperialism of the Communist party of China at home and abroad;                                  20 

Whereas he protected both the health and jobs of Americans by reversing the open border policies of 21 

Democrats;                                                                                                                                        Whereas 22 

he fought the lawlessness in Democratic cities and states that threatens the stability of the republic and 23 

safety of its citizens;                                                                                                                                                      24 

Whereas he pressured lawmakers to enact legislation requiring price transparency for medical services 25 

and targeting monopolist practices in the health and pharma industries,                                           26 

Whereas he bulldozed the regulatory cartels and persuaded big pharma oligarchs to bring a vaccine to the 27 

American people with “Warp Speed”; and                                                                                                28 

Whereas he has helped to restore the idea of American greatness in the minds of the American people and 29 

the world; 30 

 31 

RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Sheboygan County, in caucus assembled,  32 

1. thanks God for presidency of Donald Trump, and we all thank President Donald Trump for his 33 

dynamic leadership in these troubled times, Melina Trump for her gracious service as our first 34 

lady, and his family and administration for their vision, sacrificial courage, and effective policies 35 

that have made both America and the Idea of America Great Again.  36 

2021-2  Saving our Nation                                                                                                                  37 

Whereas this nation—its borders and its laws—guards our lives, our liberty, and our property;      38 

Whereas this nation guards not only our liberty but the Dream of liberty that brings hope to enslaved 39 

people everywhere;                                                                                                                                                                     40 

Whereas the greatest existential threat to this Dream is the systematic marginalization of conservative 41 

principles by educational and financial institutions, by the mass media, social media, and internet service 42 
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providers, and by the Democratic Party that controls our administrative state;                                                                      1 

Whereas we are also being overwhelmed by vast numbers of people fleeing the chaos and oppression of 2 

failed nations that have followed the path now being advocated by the Democratic Party, and                                                3 

Whereas this MAGA movement, with its  Dream of liberty through law, is the best hope for America;  4 

RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Sheboygan County, in caucus assembled,  5 

1. will never submit to the radical agenda of the Democrat Party; and  6 

2. will do everything in our power to reinstate the laws and constitutional principles that bind our 7 

Republic. 8 

2021-3   Holding Federal Administrators Accountable                                                                                                        9 

Whereas administrators in federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies have violated the law and 10 

their oaths of office by using their agencies to make at least two coups attempts against the previous 11 

President of the United States; and                                                                                                                      12 

Whereas none of these bad actors have been brought to justice and will likely reappear in the Biden 13 

administration; 14 

RESOLVED, that the Republican Party, in caucus assembled,  15 

1. urges the Federal Department of Justice to prosecute all those administrators who have used the 16 

power of their agencies to engage in lawless political activity.     17 

  18 

2021-4   Financing Higher Education                                                                                              19 

Whereas easy access to federally guaranteed loans has inflated the cost of higher education, thereby 20 

saddling students with crushing debt;                                                                                                 21 

Whereas it is unfair to require students and parents who have paid their tuition and loans to repay the 22 

debts of those who have not;                                                                                                                          23 

Whereas colleges and universities must take responsibility for the costs of the programs that they offer; 24 

and                                                                                                                                                       25 

Whereas universities that move toward distance learning no longer need large campuses must reduce the 26 

cost of education to both taxpayers and students; 27 

  28 

RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Sheboygan County, in caucus assembled,  29 

1. asks that student loans be provided and managed by private business and university foundations, 30 

not by the federal government;  31 

2. supports efforts to audit publicly funded University compensation plans; and 32 

3. insists that the universities take immediate steps to reduce costs to students and taxpayers as a 33 

result of distance learning;                                                                                                                                              34 

2021-5   Protecting the Right to Life                                                                                                 35 

Whereas the unborn, the infirm, and the elderly are human beings entitled to the most basic human right, 36 

the right to life. 37 

RESOLVED, that the Republican Party Sheboygan County, in caucus assembled,  38 

1. opposes the taking of human life from the time of conception;  39 

2. demands that government deny taxpayer funding to any group at home and abroad that kills 40 

unborn children or encourages others to do so;    41 
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3. rejects the use of embryonic stem cells and fetal tissue for any purpose; and  1 

4. opposes the practice of eugenics, assisted suicides, and the creation of DNA from three or more 2 

donors.  3 

     4 

2021-6 Defunding the Thought Police 5 
Whereas autocratic social media monopolies no longer serve as neutral platforms but edit news, censor 6 
opinion, and ban those with whom they disagree;  7 
Whereas internet access has become an essential public service, like access to the electric power grid;  8 
and                                                                                                                                                          9 
Whereas lords of international tech companies, who now wield more power over free speech than the 10 
President of the United States, threaten free speech everywhere; 11 

RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Sheboygan County, in caucus assembled,  12 

1. demands that Congress require that media companies that are no longer simple platforms obey the 13 

laws of libel that govern the print media; and  14 

2. demands that federal action be taken to bring greater competition into the social media industry                              15 

 16 

2021-7  Preserving Power to the People                                                                                             17 

Whereas the second amendment most emphatically places power in the hands of the people;         18 

Whereas new “red flag” laws being proposed are unconstitutional “prior restraint” laws that take away a 19 

person’s Second and Fourth Amendment rights without due process;                                                                                       20 

Whereas confiscated guns under proposed “red flag” laws are not returned until the accused can prove 21 

themselves innocent of a crime that they did not commit;                                                                                                          22 

Whereas Universal Background Checks serve to develop a data base to facilitate later gun confiscation as 23 

was seen in Australia;                                                                                                                                   24 

Whereas Universal Background Checks will stop fathers or mothers from passing their legally-owned 25 

firearms (already registered when purchased) to their sons or daughters;                                           26 

Whereas present law already requires background checks for firearm purchases and provides a 27 

mechanism to disarm those deemed a threat to themselves and others; and                                                                               28 

Whereas exposing the firearms industry to liability caused by those who misuse firearms would destroy 29 

the industry, thereby disarming the public in violation of the second amendment; 30 

 31 

RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Sheboygan County, in caucus assembled,  32 

1. demands that our legislature not restrict the sale or ownership of lawfully produced guns, 33 

clips/magazines, and ammunition, and not impose extraordinary taxes or fees on same;  34 

2. demands that our legislature oppose any registry of firearms, accessories or ammunition owners;  35 

3. calls on our Legislature to protect law-abiding citizens and manufacturers of firearms and firearm 36 

accessories from civil and criminal litigation in the event a firearm is used to defend themselves or 37 

others with legally permissible firearms against imminent death or threat of great bodily harm;  38 

4. demands District Attorneys enforce laws now on the books that deny felons the right to bear arms; 39 

and 40 

5. strongly recommends that the Wisconsin legislature amend the definition of “schools” in Wis. 41 

Stat. 948.61(1)(b) to exclude “private” and home schools on private property from being regulated 42 

by Wis. Stat. 948.60  43 

                                                                                                                                                                                        44 
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2021-8 Promoting Religious Freedom and opposing Christian Persecution  1 

Whereas religious freedom and the right to practice one’s faith is a God given right that should be 2 

protected by every government around the world;                                                                             3 

Whereas the U.S. holds great diplomatic and economic power and can and should use this power to 4 

ensure religious freedoms are a worldwide right;                                                                                5 

Whereas according to the Pew Research Center, Christians remain the most persecuted religious group in 6 

the world;                                                                                                                                            7 

Whereas terrorist organizations like Fulani militants, Boko Haram, ISIS and al-Shabab murder, kidnap 8 

and target Christians with little to no recourse from the governments overseeing the countries where they 9 

operate;                                                                                                                                                10 

Whereas countries like Nigeria, China, Pakistan, North Korea and Iran have institutionalized Christian 11 

persecution and allow terrorist organizations, and in some cases government agents, to freely persecute 12 

Christians within their borders with little to no repercussion;                                                            13 

Whereas President Donald J. Trump has taken great steps to safeguard religious freedoms both in the 14 

United States and internationally; and                                                                                                        15 

Whereas on June 2, 2020, President Trump in Executive Order 13926 (Advancing International Religious 16 

Freedom) declared, “Religious freedom, America's first freedom, is a moral and national security 17 

imperative. Religious freedom for all people worldwide is a foreign policy priority of the United States, 18 

and the United States will respect and vigorously promote this freedom”; 19 

  20 

RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Sheboygan County, in caucus assembled,  21 

1. applauds President Trump and his administration for the steps they have taken to support 22 

domestic and international religious freedom and implore the next administration to continue his 23 

efforts to ensure religious freedom is the right of all people, in all countries; and 24 

2. urges the administration to formally identify countries and organizations persecuting Christians 25 

and other non-violent religious groups, and use existing U.S. law that allows the President to 26 

combat these atrocities through the use of Special Envoys, and diplomatic and economic 27 

sanctions.                                   28 

 29 

 30 

 31 

 32 

 33 

 34 

 35 

 36 

 37 

 38 

 39 

 40 

 41 
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State 1 

2021-9   Saving our State Economy 2 

Whereas the Evers administration threatens to destroy the economic viability of this state in the following 3 

ways: 4 

 Raising taxes by more than $1 billion and increasing spending by $7 billion. 5 

 Raising taxes on utilities and on manufacturers by more than $500 million. 6 

 Reinstating the prevailing wage, repealing Right to Work, and increasing the minimum wage. 7 

Redirecting tax dollars to Planned Parenthood and stopping the growth of school choice 8 

programs. 9 

    Fully legalizing marijuana and repealing drug screening for welfare. 10 

 Expanding welfare with Medicaid expansion and extending in-state tuition to illegal immigrants. 11 

 Repealing work requirements for welfare and t requirements that recipients pay child support.                                  12 

 Repealing Voter ID and in-person absentee voting reforms. 13 

 Funneling state funds disproportionately to two major metropolitan areas. 14 

 Imposing unconstitutional lockdowns that destroy small business. 15 

  16 

RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Sheboygan County, in caucus assembled,  17 

1. expects our state legislature to defend our state from these changes; and  18 

2. attempts to maintain our forward momentum against counter-productive Democrat initiatives.                           19 

  20 

 2021- 10   Insuring State Election Integrity 21 

Whereas the Wisconsin Elections Commission violated Wisconsin statute by refusing to cleanse the voter 22 

rolls of approximately 250,000 outdated registrations prior the last election                                                                             23 

Whereas the clerks in Dane and Milwaukee counties encouraged voters to violate Wisconsin statute by 24 

claiming an “Indefinitely Confined” exemption enabled voters to omit required absentee ballot 25 

information;                                                                                                                                            26 

Whereas15,000 absentee ballots in Dane County and 31,000 absentee ballots in Milwaukee County were 27 

submitted illegally;                                                                                                                                 28 

Whereas WEC violated Wisconsin statute by allowing balloting in nursing homes without the oversight 29 

of special deputies;                                                                                                                                 30 

Whereas Dane county’s “Democracy in the Parks” that was done in conjunction with the Biden campaign 31 

violated Wisconsin Statute;                                                                                                                    32 

Whereas Republican poll observers were harassed and not allowed to effectively view poll workers; and                              33 

Whereas the outcome of our election in Wisconsin is fatally flawed by the total disregard for the rule of 34 

law by election officials in Democrat Municipalities;                                                                                           35 

  36 

RESOLVED that the Republican Party of Sheboygan County, in caucus assembled,  37 

1. calls on the legislature to replace the staff of Wisconsin State Election Commission that failed to 38 

enforce election law in Milwaukee and Dane Counties;                                                                                39 

2. insists that all counties be required to purge voter rolls every year;  40 

3. insists that all ballots are required be counted at the polling place on, not after, election day with 41 

no exceptions for absentee ballots;  42 

4. demands that we stop the practice of mailing out ballots without a signed application that can be 43 

compared to the signature on the returned ballot;  44 
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5. strongly recommends that all ballots are required to contain a watermark or unique, non-1 

identifiable machine-readable serial number to prevent multiple counting of a ballot; 2 

6. strongly recommends that no voting results be officially released until all final counts have been 3 

submitted;                                                                           4 

7. recommends that the Wisconsin Elections Commission is relocated to a city outside of Dane or 5 

Milwaukee County so that initial legal challenges may be heard in courts of law that have not 6 

shown the blatant and unabashed partisanship repeatedly demonstrated in these two counties;  7 

8. recommend that the State Police is tasked with enforcing election law and patrolling voting places 8 

to ensure that election law not be violated; 9 

9. demands that laws related to ballot harvesting be enforced;  10 

10. demands that the attorney general’s office investigates all reports of election fraud and rigorously 11 

prosecute everyone engaged in election fraud, including election officials who fail to abide by 12 

election law;     13 

11. forbids providing illegal immigrants with drivers licenses that may be used to enable them to vote 14 

illegally, and  15 

12. condemns the liberals on the Wisconsin Supreme Court for refusing to even hear a far-reaching 16 

case involving serious allegations of voter fraud in the last election. 17 

                                                                                                                                                                                              18 

2021-11   Empowering State and Local Law Enforcement 19 

Whereas we have witnessed cities throughout the country and in our own state being burned and looted 20 

by Antifa, BLM, and other Marxist activists in the guise of protesters;                                                                                     21 

Whereas some prosecutors and law enforcement officials have encouraged lawlessness by failing to 22 

prosecute both minor and major property crime, including arson and looting;                                                                          23 

Whereas many Democratic mayors and governors have supported mob violence against the very citizens  24 

whom they have sworn to protect;                                                                                                              25 

Whereas  many autocratic federal, state, and local public health officials have imposed “lock down 26 

orders” that deny citizens of their most basic constitutional rights;                                                                                           27 

Whereas citizens have been prosecuted for using firearms to protect their homes, businesses, and the 28 

property of others after police refuse or are unable to protect them; and 29 

Whereas this incoming Democrat federal administration --encouraged by the success of  governors and 30 

mayors in violating the civil rights of the people and destroying thousands of businesses without  31 

representation and due process—promises more of the same in the future; 32 

                                                                                                                                           33 

RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Sheboygan County in caucus assembled,  34 

1. demands that all laws that protect the lives, liberty, and property of the citizens of Wisconsin be 35 

strictly enforced by state, county, and local law enforcement;                                                              36 

2. insists that all state law enforcement personnel obey their oaths of office and NOT enforce 37 

lawless orders that are in violation of our Constitution and Bill of Rights; and                                                            38 

3. strongly recommends that our legislature pass a law clearly stating that persons using firearms or 39 

other weapons to protect their lives and their property and the property of others from mob 40 

action cannot be criminally prosecuted.    41 

    42 

 43 

 44 
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2021-12   Protecting the Children  1 

Whereas there is a trend sweeping across the country and the State of Wisconsin of using puberty 2 

suppressing hormones without FDA approval for the purpose of “gender transitioning”;                                                         3 

Whereas minors cannot give informed consent to medical treatment as they are as yet unable to 4 

understand the full implications of such life altering treatments; and                                                                                        5 

Whereas life altering treatment or surgery of children under the age of 18 years old by parents, physicians 6 

or other persons has serious legal implications; 7 

 8 

RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Sheboygan County, in caucus assembled,  9 

1. strongly encourages state legislators to author, support, and enact legislation that bans any 10 

medical therapy which involves the experimental use of puberty suppressing drugs and opposition 11 

hormones on children under the age of 18 years old and  12 

2. calls for criminalizes the administration of such puberty blockers and opposition hormones by 13 

parents, medical staff or other third parties for the purpose of gender transitioning minor children; 14 

and 15 

3. insists that minor children be provided a future right to recover damages against parents, medical 16 

staff or other third parties by enacting a statute of limitations to extend for ten years after reaching 17 

the age of majority and for allowing the full recovery of attorney fees where there has been a 18 

willful and intentional administration of experimental puberty blockers and opposition hormones 19 

upon a minor child; and 20 

4. demands that transgender males are not allowed to participate in women’s sport 21 

  22 

2021-13   Recognizing schools and Universities as Essential 23 

Whereas home schooling and distance learning may be an option for some students, public in-school and 24 

on campus education was and continues to be an essential service; 25 

  26 

RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Sheboygan County, in caucus assembled,  27 

1. recommends that public schools and universities be opened for in school and on campus learning; 28 

2. urges that students in schools that fail to open for in class instruction immediately qualify for 29 

entrance into the school choice program; and 30 

3. strongly recommends mandated state funding for any such student who finds placement shall be 31 

diverted from the previous school to the school choice program.                                                                                  32 

  33 

2021-14   Promoting Civic Literacy 34 

Whereas the survival of this republic requires that its public schools and universities teach the next 35 

generation to understand and appreciate its foundational principles, its system of government, its history, 36 

and its culture;                                                                                                                                     37 

Whereas equal justice under the law is a key foundational principle central to  a harmonious and inclusive 38 

society;                                                                                                                                                      39 

Whereas many public university administrations, rather than affirming this principle, have created a 40 

divisive “diversity” industry that profits from increasing, not reducing, racial, gender, and class conflict,                              41 

Whereas many departments within our universities also now oppose the “western” values that form the 42 

basis for this country - the value of life, liberty, and private property;                                                                                       43 

Whereas a university itself must maintain a culture that promotes free inquiry and open, rational 44 
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discourse to justify its existence as a university; and                                                                                       1 

Whereas adult students must lose neither the rights nor the responsibilities of adulthood and citizenship 2 

while on the campus of a public university;   3 

  4 

RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Sheboygan County, in caucus assembled, 5 

1. encourages local K-12 public school boards to implement an information-based curriculum that 6 

emphasizes American history and civics in addition to phonics based early reading instruction, 7 

writing, mathematics, science, geography, and economics;  8 

2. recommends all public elementary schools be required to begin each day with the Pledge of 9 

Allegiance and that the principles of “One Nation, Under God, Indivisible, with Liberty and 10 

Justice for All” be taught throughout the curriculum;                                                                                                    11 

3. recommends that all students, in order to graduate from a state university, be required to take at 12 

least one course that promotes an understanding of and an appreciation for the history of our 13 

country, our principles of law and justice, and our founding documents, including the Declaration 14 

of Independence, The Constitution, and the Federalist Papers; 15 

4. urges the State Legislature to demand that our universities in their hiring promote and practice a 16 

diversity of thought rather than a diversity of skin tone and gender; 17 

5. urges the legislature the defund any program in a public university that judges students based on 18 

their race or gender, even those that do so in the name of diversity and inclusion; and  19 

6. demands that these universities uphold all of the constitutional rights of their adult students that 20 

are guaranteed by the Bill of Rights. 21 

  22 

2021-15   Expanding K-12  School Choice                                                                                       23 

Whereas the Wisconsin school choice program has benefited  K-12 students by bringing greater 24 

competition into the system;                                                                                                               25 

Whereas the Wisconsin school choice program has reduced the cost to taxpayers while improving its 26 

results;                                                                                                                                        27 

Whereas the education of children is the primary responsibility of parents;                              28 

Whereas no family should be required to send their children to a school that undermines the values of he 29 

family;                                                                                                                                                 30 

Whereas some public school boards have failed to open their schools for in class instruction while others 31 

have failed to maintain adequate policing to insure proper security; and                                                                                   32 

Whereas many choice schools have stayed open during this pandemic to meet  the needs of parents and 33 

students while unionized state schools closed their doors; 34 

  35 

RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Sheboygan County, in caucus assembled,  36 

1. urges our state legislature to expand Wisconsin’s School Choice Program; 37 

2. demands that religious oriented schools not be discriminated against for exercising their freedom 38 

of religion unless those interests do not include adherence to our Constitution; and 39 

3. insists that all students attending schools that either fail to open for in class instruction or refuse to 40 

permit a police presence in their schools be qualified for immediate inclusion in the choice 41 

program.  42 

  43 
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2021-16   Addressing Gender Issues in Public Schools                                                                   1 

Whereas some sex education programs in elementary grades of public schools may be used to 2 

indoctrinate children into the transsexual lifestyle by introducing, without parental knowledge or 3 

permission, the concept of “gender dysphoria,” “gender fluidity,” and  “gender transitioning”;                                               4 

Whereas early exposure to such ideas adds to the confusion related to gender identity that would normally 5 

resolve itself over time; and                                                                                                         6 

Whereas some “inclusive” bathroom policies violate student privacy rights; 7 

 8 

 RESOLVED, that the Republican Party of Sheboygan County, in caucus assembled,  9 

1. strongly encourages legislators to ban sex education in Wisconsin schools until seventh grade;  10 

2. insists that the encouragement and or affirmation therapy by school staff towards students that 11 

they deem to be “transitioning” is forbidden;    12 

3. strongly encourages state legislators to pass legislation that bans the use of bathrooms or locker 13 

rooms by members of the opposite natal gender and calls on school boards to deal with exceptions 14 

to this rule by providing separate bathroom and locker room facilities that protect the privacy 15 

rights of all students; and 16 

4. strongly encourages state legislators to pass legislation that prohibits governing bodies from 17 

revoking a physician, psychologist, or other medical professional license for acknowledging 18 

someone’s biological gender. 19 

  20 

2020-17   Granting Federal Jurisdiction Over State Lands and Water  21 

1. Whereas state land and water are held in public trust for the people of Wisconsin, and                                               22 

Whereas the State Legislature best represents the will of the people, 23 

RESOLVED that the Republican Party of Sheboygan County, in caucus assembled,  24 

1. demands that the legislature require two years notice for public input and evaluation before 25 

approving the transfer of jurisdiction over land or water within Wisconsin State boundaries to the 26 

Federal government; and 27 

2. demands that any transfer of jurisdiction over state land or water to the Federal government be 28 

approved by the Wisconsin State Assembly and the Senate, as well as the Go29 

30 
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